How to enter in A&S
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Why Compete in A&S?
• A&S Competitions:
– Provide a forum to share your work with the populace, learn, and be
inspired by others work.
– Helps to drive ever increasing excellence in A&S.
• Encourages SCA artisans to make and learn about more period items,
processes, tools, materials, etc…
• Encourages SCA artisans to make items in other categories then they might
otherwise

– Gives a formal mechanism to receive direct and honest feedback on your
work from highly skilled artisans you may not have access to any other
way.
– Drives SCA artisans to do more research and learn more historical details
– Provides recognition to outstanding artisans by naming them champions,
defenders, awarding prizes, populace choice awards, category winners,
etc…
– Bottom Line: Competing in A&S can help to make you a more
knowledgeable, higher skilled, more well rounded, and better recognized
SCA artisan.
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Planning
The planning stage is a key step in getting the “best results” both in terms of the
item you make but also from the populace & judges and more importantly how
you feel about what you made and learned.
•

What are you going to make, CAN you make it, & can you document it?
–
–

Not all items are the best fit for A&S Competitions. Some items are very hard to document well.
Some items are too expensive. Some need a ‘team’ of people with a wide range of skills.
Keep your eyes open for ideas and info:
•
•
•
•

–

Categories: some events target a certain group or type of item or “category” OR require a certain
number of total categories be entered.
•
•

–
–

•

Events: what are people wearing / using / selling that you would like to make?
Books: do you like something in a photo / drawing?
Movies: what are the characters wearing / using? What is in the background?
Can you document the item? How / When was it made in period? Materials? Tools? Primary Sources?

Example: Estrella War A&S Competition normally has 3 focused categories which change each year; you
may enter only one item in each categories (normally known more then 1 full year before the war).
Example: Twin Moons Defender normally needs 3 items and at least 2 major categories. Some years need
more items or more categories. Find out far ahead of time if possible.

Are you going to make several items from a theme?
Look up and review photo galleries of past A&S events to see what others have entered.

What are your goals? What does “best results” mean for you?
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Just enter on time?
Make something you have never made or is rarely made/entered?
Make something very hard or challenge yourself?
Make an item you are going to use, gift, sell?
Learn something new? Do Better then last time?
Get high scores / win defender / win champion / etc…?
Populace Choice?
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Making
•

Every item/category can have totally different construction methods, tools, materials,
etc… but;
–

Taking notes, drawings, and/or photos showing the “making” process is important to get the
best scores and may help you make the item itself better. Don’t be afraid to pose tools,
materials, etc… to match a period drawing or book/museum photo.

–

Every judge is going to want to know the following:
•
•
•
•
•

–

What tools did you use and why? Which ones are period and did you make any of them yourself. Using
home made period tools can boost a number of scores. But try to get sources to back up their use.
What materials did you use and why? Which ones are period? Did you make any of your raw materials.
How? Need sources.
In some cases, what design or dimensions did you use and why? Is it period and true to the item?
What methods or process did you use and why? Is it period and known for the time period the item is
from?
The design, dimensions, materials, tools, methods, etc… all of these areas should be at least
remembered when writing up your documentation.

Sometimes just doing a certain method or using certain materials is hard enough or time
consuming enough without trying to make everything period… this is fine just be ready to
explain it in your documentation. Most judges understand difference from period if a good
reason is given.
•

•

Example: lets say you want to make an item but the period method would mean spending 5 years
working on it… one option is to do a small part in the period way and the rest using modern methods.
You can explain the period method fully, show that you can do it, but then finish the item using modern
methods/tools. This is a full step up from just saying, “the period method/tools take too long” and shows
the judges a real effort on your part. Plus, you will likely learn a lot more from the process.
Example: replacing materials/methods due to high cost, legal reasons, environmental, health, availability,
etc… ivory, mercury, gold, poisonous paints, real wrought iron, horse urine, etc…
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Documenting
Documentation does not need to be a dirty word or painful. Documentation
is your voice to the Judges and should “show off” the item. It is also a great
way to learn many historical details.
•

Overview of the item. What is it? What does it do?

•

History of the item.
–
–

•

Design, Method, Materials, and Tools used?
–
–

•

Who used it? When? Why? Famous event or battle or famous user?
Period drawings and/or museum photos of the item in use and/or being made can be great.

What was done in period? Period drawings showing the item being made can be great, often
showing the method and workshop/tools at the same time.
Did you do something different then what would be truly period? Why? Don’t try to hide
things, just explain them.

It’s your duty to make your documentation clear and easy for the judges.
–

Photos and/or drawings
•

–
–

Take photos of your item being made. It’s a lot faster and clearer then anything you can write down.
Using “arrows” to point out certain fine details in a photo and/or drawing can be very helpful to guild the
judge to exactly what you want them to see.

Outline and Bold text headings or key details to help focus the judge and find details quickly.
Make sure a friend or 3 reviews your documentation:
•
•

Make spelling and grammar as clean as possible.
What questions did your friends ask you, about things not explained or not clear? Did they ask about
something and then you said, “it’s right here”? Try to make that item or section ‘pop’ out easier for a
judge. If your friend asked, the judge likely will too.
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Entering
•

Find out when the event dates and times are months ahead of time:
–
–

•

Travel needs? Car pooling can help remove some stress and give support/help
–
–

•

Due date of Letters of intent or notification of items to be entered.
• Gives the event staff more time to find the best judges (this helps you).
Pre-reg if possible… you have enough to worry about.
Do you have a car that can hold your items? Don’t find out the day of the event that your item won’t fit in the
car.
Will you need help loading and un-loading? This can lower stress and give you the feeling of support from
friends.

What time do you and your items need to be at the site and set up?
–
–
–

May not be the same as the event times posted.
Bring a table cloth or other display props to help make your items look better.
How will your item be displayed? Just laying across the table can be fine for some items but bad for others.

•

What time does judging start? Stop?

•

Try to look at all the items entered by others?
–
–
–
–

•

When can you pick up your items? Judging sheets?
–

•

Look at their documentation
Look at their display.
Take metal notes or even photos of them so you can get better and post them on websites/list.
Talk to other entrants… be supportive of their work. Try to learn from them or help them.
Many people stress out about this and it can be easy to do so… try to relax about it by finding out when you
can really get your stuff.

When are the courts?
–
–

Some events you need to do an oath before the event, do your best to do this.
Go to final court and support the winners even if you “know” you won’t win.
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Kingdom Champion Interview/Presentation
•

Going for Champion:
–
–

The ‘new’ rules require an artisan to present all of their items together as a ‘single’ display to
the judging ‘staff’.
The judging staff consist of TRMs, Their Heirs, the current A&S Champion, the current KMoAS,
and whoever TRMs ask to join them.
•
•
•
•
•

–

The presentation should review all of the items history and details as well as how they were made
(materials, process, and tools). You can demo the process, show tools, have a demo of some kind,
etc…
Any questions you expect the judging staff to ask, try and cover in your presentation.
If you did not use all period tools, materials, and processes (which is almost always the case), be
prepared to talk and answer questions about this.
Know what you would do better next time and be prepared to answer questions on this.
Do not argue with the judges about points of opinion. Give them the facts and your reasons. It can be
VERY hard but try to hear what the judges are saying to you and accept that your project may not in fact
be perfect.

Kingdom A&S Champion candidates will also be interviewed by TRMs and Their Heirs who are
often attended by the current A&S champion and the current KMoAS.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Kingdom A&S Champion serves for a full year and is expected to work with TRMs and the Kingdom
A&S staff to represent the Kingdom and promote A&S.
Have some goals and plans thought out and be prepared to review them with TRMs.
Talk with the KMoAS ahead of time to identify ideas and needs.
Talk with several Baronial MoAS ahead of time to identify local ideas and needs.
Talk with past Kingdom Champions to get ideas. Know what has worked and not worked in the past.
Think about artisan’s who have inspired you and why.
Know as much of the Kingdom A&S champion rules, A&S events, law, etc… as possible.
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Reading Your Results
•

By competing in A&S you have already done what many others are afraid to do and
have pushed yourself to do and learn more. You have ‘won’ this for yourself and no
one can take it from you no matter who is named champion, what your score is, or
what your judging comments say. Remember this.

•

Know yourself:
–
–
–
–

•

Should you read your judging sheets right away or wait to “cool off”?
Do you need to read them alone or with a friend or two?
Should a friend read them to you (editing them as needed for you)?
Should you look at the scores first, the comments first, or the judges names?

Know your item:
–

Are you expecting a full score, REALLY? High score? Low score?
•

–

•

What judging sections/categories do you think you did well in or low in?

When reading the comments:
–

For each comment, ask yourself:
•
•

–

•

Never expect a perfect score. This will only lead to disappointment and make you feel bad about what
may be an outstanding item.

is this feedback you can use for next time or not?
Is the comment reasonable, accurate, or a mistake?
– If accurate or reasonable, did you expect it or something new?
– If wrong, was there anything you could have done better to correct it, if not then forget about it…
judges can make mistakes.

Was there a mistake on your scores? If you can fix it, try and do so quickly. But if not, it’s best
to let it go and not talk about it. Mistakes can happen, focus on the positive (I know that’s
easier said then done).

Re-read your judging sheets 6 months after the event. Re-read them before starting a
new item in the same category and try to address comments to do a little better.
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